
 

 
 

Course Number (when applicable) 

EN500 

Course Title 

Journalism & Journalism II 

Name of Assignment (title of book(s), Author, Edition, and ISBN (when applicable) 

See attached. 

Expectations/Instructions for Student When Completing Assignment 

See attached. 

One Essential Question for Assignment 

How can reading news from a variety of sources make you a stronger journalist? 

One Enduring Understanding for Assignment 

Reading widely and often makes us better writers and critical thinkers. 

Parent/Guardian Role and Expectations 

Ensure student has access to print or internet journalism. (See attached.) 

Estimated Time Requirement 

Time will vary from student to student. The English department recommends that you begin by mid-July so that 
you have ample time to complete the assignment while enjoying your summer! 
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Stone Ridge English Department / Journalism I & II Summer Assignment 2017 

 

There will not be a graded summer assignment for students in Journalism I or II, but you are                  
encouraged to keep up with the news this summer by reading quality print journalism from a                
variety of sources as you enjoy your time away from school.  
 
Spend some time reading a range of stories (hard news, opinion, sports, arts, entertainment,              
think-pieces and essays) and familiarizing yourself with the many writing styles presented by             
different writers or publications. Read articles that present viewpoints with which you agree, but              
also views with which you disagree. Think about what makes an article of interest to you and                 
how you can incorporate these qualities into your own writing as a student journalist. While               
much of what you read may be online, don’t shy away from picking up a printed paper; you                  
may find that this provides a completely different -- and perhaps more rewarding -- experience               
than that of reading online.  
 
Here are some quality news outlets for your consideration. This is not an exhaustive list, so                
please feel free to read from sources other than these. If your summer travels take you to places                  
near or far, pick up a copy of the local paper to enrich your understanding of the place you are                    
visiting. 
 

● News wire services, which gather news and distribute it to subscribing publications  
○ The Associated Press 
○ Reuters 

● Traditional newspapers 
○ The New York Times 
○ The Washington Post 
○ The Wall Street Journal 
○ USA Today 
○ The Guardian  

● News magazines 
○ The Atlantic 
○ The Economist 
○ The New Yorker 
○ Mother Jones 
○ Politico  
○ ProPublica  

● Broadcast outlets that provide print stories on their websites 
○ National Public Radio (NPR) 
○ British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)  
○ Al Jazeera English 
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